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Discovering Oneself at the 2008 Leadership
Academy
By: Spencer Meyer
It’s not every day that two foresters from northern New England travel to Washington, DC to compete
for Hershey’s kisses. What’s that you say? You like chocolate and want to know more? Well, read on,
my dear reader, as I tell you the story of Sprucy Spencer and Smiley Scott, a couple of young SAF rank
and file, eager to learn from those who came before them about how to better instill vigor in a community of foresters and lead teams of movers and shakers.
This past April 26-29, the Society of American Foresters hosted its Leadership Academy for about 50
SAF members who were interested in increasing their volunteerism by taking on leadership roles within
the organization. With SAF leadership roles ranging from poster chair for a state meeting all the way to
SAF President, the needs of the SAF membership are very diverse. The Leadership Academy provides
current and future leaders with both theoretical and practical knowledge of leadership qualities that

Jeff Bercuvitz speaking at the 2008 Leadership Academy

Louise Murgia
(Continued on page 3)

Scott Machinist and Spencer Meyer would like to thank
NESAF for providing assistance in sending
1 them to the 2008 Leadership Academy
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Leadership Academy (Continued from page 1)

Spencer and Smiley Scott). He then gave us a rousing ice-breaker challenge involving orange parking
cones, cloth napkins and teamwork. Continuing on
Sunday, he introduced us to proven methods for
passing our passion on to those we wish to motivate. Bercuvitz, obviously a fine leader in his own
right, used his vast experience working with community and professional groups to introduce us to
successful, creative strategies for motivating not
only ourselves, but also those around us. We
talked a lot about people as assets. Really, each and
every person we work with on a project is an asset
with which we will achieve our eventual goals.
Bercuvitz introduced us to several ways in which
to engage volunteers, to give participants ownership of a project and he reminded, “don’t sit on
your assets.” When facing limited resources, Bercuvitz offers the hot tip, “substitute creativity for
cash.” After several hours of chocolate-driven introspection and team development exercises, Bercuvitz had us treating each other like assets and
old friends. The Chocolate Man really is a terrific
organizer, motivator and doer who danced his way
through the crowd, instilling his optimism in our
future endeavors.
On Monday, we were treated to the technical
prowess and costumed shenanigans of Tom David-

SAF members can take back to their respective
units. Together with a couple of key professional
leadership trainers, the SAF staff and executive
team put on a highly beneficial and rewarding opportunity for SAF members.
On Saturday evening as participants arrived at the
Bolger Center in Potomac, Maryland, SAF President Tom Thompson, CEO Michael Goergen and
Director of Field Services Louise Murgia greeted
and welcomed us to the conference facilities. I
think many of us were a bit unsure of what to expect at first, but when you put a group of aspiring
leaders all together, it doesn’t take long for the conversation to flow. It helped that I already knew
Scott Machinist, the Green Mountain Division Vice
Chair (and co-editor of this fine publication). We
had met during the recent, joint New York-New
England winter meeting in Saratoga Springs and
when Scott walked up to the registration table
right behind me and we launched into easy chat, I
began to feel at ease. Soon enough, we were wearing name tags, ordering drinks and introducing
ourselves to foresters from afar.
Sometime between meeting Beechnut Beth Jacqmain from Minnesota and Magnolia Mike Barnes
from Missisippi, we were beckoned to get a refill
and find a seat on the terrace. Enter the Chocolate
Man. Jeff Bercuvitz, also known as the Chocolate
Man and president of Community Innovations, is a
community leader, motivational speaker and leadership developer who has been inspiring SAF
Leadership Academy participants for years. A selfdescribed “community animator”, the Chocolate
Man uses past success stories, “hot tips”, a worldly
sense of human behavior and, of course, handfuls
of Hershey’s kisses to enthrall trainees with new
ideas, passion and gentle rewards. On Saturday
evening, Mr. Bercuvitz led us in the get-to-knowyou process with several bouts of playful namecalling to establish alliterative monikers by which
we could remember each other (as in, Sprucy

OUR

(Continued on page 4)

Forest Connect Internet Seminar Series
The Forest Connect Internet Seminar Series is a
live interactive web conference provided by the
Cornell Cooperative Extension Service. The
seminar series connects forestland owners, managers, and practitioners from throughout the
United States and from overseas.
Seminars are held on the third Wednesday of
each month and are provided live, twice a day,
from 12 Noon to 1 P.M. and again at 7 P.M, Eastern Time. Participation is via the Internet at
www.ForestConnect.info Participants are asked
to pre-register. There is no charge. Additional
information is available at the website.

MISSION AS FORESTERS IS TO BE RESPONSIBLE STEWARDS OF THE EARTH’S FORESTS WHILE MEETING SOCIETY’S

VITAL NEEDS. THE CHALLENGE OF OUR MISSION LIES IN KEEPING FOREST ECOSYSTEMS HEALTHY AND INTACT
WHILE CONCURRENTLY DRAWING ON THEIR RESOURCES. WE WILL MEET THIS CHALLENGE BY CAREFULLY MONITORING AND MANAGING THE EFFECTS OF NATURAL AND HUMAN FORCES ON THE FOREST.

OUR

DECISIONS WILL

BE GUIDED BY OUR PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE, OUR COMPASSION FOR ALL LIVING THINGS, OUR DESIRE TO IMPROVE CITIZENS’ LIVES, AND OUR RESPECT AND CONCERN FOR THE ENTIRE FOREST ECOSYSTEM.
FORESTRY SCIENCE, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE PRACTICE OF FORESTRY,
LEADERSHIP TO ACHIEVE ITS MISSION.
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IN MEMORIAM
David Stephen Canavera - 64, of Summerville , SC passed away in the evening of Monday, May 12,
2008 after a courageous four-and-a half month struggle with pancreatic cancer. Dave will be missed
by people who knew, loved and respected him in many roles: husband, father, brother, uncle, mentor,
manager, forester, scientist, researcher, advocate, hunter, professor, volunteer, neighbor, and friend.
Dave was born to John Joseph and Ann Molinare Canavera in Norway, MI,on September 4, 1943.
Growing up in Michigan's Upper Peninsula, he was educated by Christian Brothers at Holy Name
High School in Escanaba, MI, and received his B.S. in Forest Management at Michigan Technological
University in 1965. In 2003, as an alumni Dave returned to Michigan Tech to be inducted into the
Honor Academy for the School of Forestry and Environment in honor of his distinguished career.
Dave completed an M.S. and Ph.D. in Forest Tree Improvement in 1969 at Michigan State University.
Dave met his wife, Nancy, who was also studying at Michigan State, in 1966, and they married in
1969. Dave's exceptional career covered the spectrum of public, private, and educational work. Beginning his career with Nancy in the Peace Corps, Dave taught at the National School of Forestry in Curitiba, Brazil, after which he became an associate professor of forestry at Tuskegee University. He then
became an associate professor of forest resources at the University of Maine, where he was granted
tenure in 1980. He chaired the Maine chapter of the Society of American Foresters. After working as a
professor, Dave spent over 27 years working in the Forest Resources Division of Westvaco Corporation, becoming the Director of Forest Research in 1998. Dave was deeply proud of the scientific team
he worked with at Westvaco, often saying that his colleagues were the "best and the brightest" researchers in the world. The number of professional societies, honorary societies, and professional committees of which Dave was a member was remarkable. He was a member of the Society of American
Foresters, the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI), Xi Sigma Pi (the National
Forestry Honorary Society), and the South Carolina Forestry Association.
Leadership Academy (Continued from page 3)

tomized approaches to leadership and how to put
different personalities to work, Davidson does an
inspiring, prop-filled skit of how different generations can be from each other. From the work ethic
of the world war veterans to the entitlement of the
millenials, each generation exhibits traits that can
be treated as assets, rather than hindrances. Davidson donned fedoras, crooked ball caps, peace-sign
necklaces, earrings, and even tattoos to act out just
how different coworkers from various generations
are. Understanding those with whom you are
working is critical to successful, motivated teams.
After a mind-opening discussion of gender differences in the workplace (have you ever noticed that
when talking, two men will almost always stand
about 45 degrees apart from each other while
women will usually face each other and make direct eye contact?), we bid Tom Davidson farewell
and retired to another evening of good, old fashioned networking.
On Tuesday, we were given the choice between a
workshop on the inner workings of SAF and one
on congressional training. I chose to learn more

son, president of Davidson Leadership. A former
forester, Davidson went the route of corporate
leadership training and has created a niche for
himself in training future leaders to build superior
teams of individuals. In the weeks leading up to
the Academy, Davidson had administered MyersBriggs tests to each of us through his website. We
then spent this morning going over the value of
personality traits in different environments and
scenarios and were each given complete personality profiles developed on the Myers-Briggs typology. Once I learned I’m an ESTJ (it feels a bit like a
personal ad), I understood why I do some of the
things I do. Davidson’s thorough discussion of the
personality categorization really drove home some
leadership concepts we had been discussing. A
fundamental concept for effective leadership is to
be sure to tailor your leadership style according to
the individual or team with whom you are working. Learning about my own strengths and weaknesses through the Myer-Briggs test will certainly
help me adapt my methods to people I’m working
with on projects. To drive home the idea of cus-

(Continued on page 17)
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Quarterly Theme

- Dr. James Harding, Theme Editor

Urban Forestry
Our trees and forests are not limited to the outskirts of developed communities. Urban forests have long been an
integral part of the built landscape. Indeed many of the same values and benefits we associate with rural woodlands and traditional forests reside in our urban areas too. In this theme, three authors bring urban forestry to the
forefront and describe how cities tend and take care of our fine foliate friends. Thomas Morra, Tree Resource
Manager for the City of Providence, describes some of the values of urban trees and the criteria that should be considered when planting. Growth pattern and limb structure are long-studied variables by silviculturists, yet urban
foresters and arborists are similarly concerned with these tree traits, but for different reasons. The tending of urban
and suburban trees in pubic right of ways is the primary duty of a uniquely New England tradition in urban forestry—the Tree Warden. Robert Ricard, Senior Extension Educator with the Connecticut Cooperative Extension
Service, offers a historical perspective on Tree Wardens and the importance of this position. Far from a recent
development, urban forestry and tree wardens have helped shape our cities from their earliest days. Finally, Chris
Donnelly, Urban Forestry Coordinator for Connecticut DEP presents an overview of a recent inventory of the city
of Hartford’s trees. The depth and detail in this inventory emphasize the multiple values of urban trees from both
social and ecological perspectives. While we may not discuss urban and suburban trees in the language of board
feet or cordwood, we benefit greatly from their pleasing presence in an otherwise harsh and noisy environment.

Tree Selection for Urban Environments
Thomas Morra, ISA Certified Arborist
Tree Resource Manager for the City of Providence

runoff, greatly slowing the pace of pollution into
our fragile harbors and bays. Trees can also diminish noise pollution and Heat Island Effect, which is
quantified by higher temperatures and ozone levels in downtown areas, parking lots, and unshaded
streets. Urban trees create habitats for wildlife,
bringing city and nature a little closer to each
other, and helping
maintain the delicate balance between the two.
Studies show that
city streets that
are lined with
trees have a lower
incidence of crime
and violence.
These same streets
also benefit from
greatly lowered
heating and cooling costs, as trees
shade our homes,
and provide significant windbreaks in winter
months. Street trees and privately owned trees,
when planted in the right place, have been consistently proven to increase property values as well.

Trees in urban environments are responsible for a
wide array of benefits to a city’s populace. Take a
walk in just about any major city, and you’ll no
doubt see the
benefits of its
trees. Although
the quality of the
urban forest may
vary, you will find
many of the same
characteristics.
Urban trees create
shade on a hot
summer day, becoming gathering
places at lunchtime, or for tired
workers taking a
break from their
day. Trees visually soften the
hard architectural
lines of a city’s structure, creating a welcome balance that is pleasing to the eye. Trees themselves
are structures, their natural shapes contrasting the
sharp angles and corners of buildings, bridges, and
curbstones. Urban trees are giant filters for pollut- When selecting trees for urban environments, we
ants, sequestering literally tons of carbon monox- are faced with a great deal of issues that need to be
ide and particulates and lowering dangerous ozone considered for the long term health of our trees,
(Continued on page 9)
levels. They mitigate large amounts of storm water
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Tree Wardens: A New England Phenomenon In 1899 this law was amended to require communities to appoint tree wardens. Then in 1901 Connecticut passed a similar law as the Massachusetts
legislation, with the other New England states following shortly, with laws with slightly different
language but with similar intent.

Robert M. Ricard, Senior Extension Educator,
Natural Resources Policy and Governance and Urban and Community Forestry, University of Connecticut Cooperative Extension System.
Unique to the six of New England’s states are laws
that either enable or require the appointment of a
natural resource position called “Tree Warden.”
The tree warden is a public official who is charged
with the care and control of all (in most cases) municipally owned trees in the public right-of-way of
our cities and towns. An example of tasks regulated by the tree warden includes tree pruning,
removal, selection, and planting. As a result, this
person plays a significant role in the management
of a significant portion of the regions forest resources. This article explains in brief the history of
New England’s tree wardens.

There is no record found yet of the origins of the
adoption of the term “warden.” However, the
term was in rather common usage during the first
conservation period of the late nineteenth century
– many states had already passed game warden
laws and many states’ first forestry positions were
forest wardens. And, of course, forest fire wardens
begin during this period.

What is most interesting from a forest history perspective is that there were a number of people and
institutions that advocated for and often succeeded
in forming forestry organizations and causing forest protection laws leading to the establishment of
Public (at the municipal level) tree protection has
state forests and state forestry agencies during this
existed on a limited basis in North America ever
period. What is less known, but no less significant,
since English colonies began passing ordinances.
is that these people did the same for shade and
As an example of local public tree law, in 1636 –
ornamental trees and the tree warden laws. The
only 16 years after English Puritans formed Plyfact is that they focused on forest and shade tree
mouth Plantation – the Town of Boston issued an
protection simultaneously mostly because they
order “to prevent the trees planted in the settleassociated deforestation in rural areas and cities as
ment from being spoiled.” After the founding of
the Republic, states enacted public shade and orna- the same problem and worthy of the same efforts.
Hence, the rise of professional forestry is intricately
mental tree laws shortly after the Civil War. For
tied to the first phases of urban forestry via the tree
example, Chapter 196 of the 1890 Massachusetts
Acts and Resolves were enacted so that municipali- warden laws in the United States.
ties could claim jurisdiction over trees in the public
right-of-way and at least in theory begin caring for Massachusetts serves well as an illustration. The
these trees. The Act stated that a tree in the public founders of the Massachusetts Forestry Association
right-of-way would be declared a public shade tree are the same people who lobbied for the 1896 law.
Records indicate that they were quite politically
by a public official driving a nail or spike into the
astute - they sought the enabling legislation rather
relevant tree trunk. In Massachusetts and Maine,
the nail would have had the letter “M” on the nail the mandatory legislation first for reasons of politihead and in Connecticut one would find the letter cal feasibility. They speculated that municipal governments would balk at the requirement but would
“C.” (So, yes, it is plausible that one might still
not object to the suggestion of appointments. They
find today these nails imbedded in some of the
older trees in municipal right-of-ways around the thought strategically that once established they
could then lobby to amend the law to mandate apregion although I have never seen one.)
pointment of tree wardens. In it is an interesting
The first tree warden law was a direct off-shoot of fact that the first conference held by the one year
these “Nail” laws with Massachusetts passing the old Massachusetts Forestry Association was not
forestry per se, but one for tree wardens. In addifirst state tree warden law. In 1896 the Commonwealth passed a law enabling each city and town to tion, the organization’s first publication was a tree
warden manual. Simultaneously this organization
appoint a tree warden who then would have care
(Continued on page 8)
and control of all trees in the public right-of-way.
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11% is covered by buildings, and water, including the
Connecticut River, makes up 4%. Approximately 40%
of the City’s surface area is covered by materials impermeable to penetration by water.

Hartford’s Urban Forest – the Challenge
Chris Donnelly, Urban Forestry Coordinator, CT DEP
Forestry
Hartford is a city in a forest, with over a quarter of its
area covered by trees. An “Urban Forest Effects” model
(UFORE) study conducted during the summer of 2007
gave specific numbers on how valuable this urban forest
is for pollution reduction, energy conservation and other
purposes.

Counting every tree greater than 1” dbh, Hartford has
roughly 568,000 trees. If only the larger trees (above 4”
dbh) are counted, the city has about 268,000 trees; of
these, approximately 55,000 are greater than 20 inches
in diameter. Although these largest trees are less than
10% of the total number, they account for about 50% of
the total tree canopy.

As a result of this study, Hartford is challenged to learn
more about its urban forest, to plant many more trees in
a thoughtful and effective way, to maintain its stock of The largest tree found during the sample is a silver malarge, valuable trees, and to protect important trees from ple (54” dbh), while the tallest tree is a 138 foot tall cottonwood. The replacement value for these trees would
damage or loss.
run about $590,000,000!
The Survey of Hartford’s Trees
The most common tree in Hartford is red maple, followed by tree of heaven, black cherry, American elm
The UFORE method was developed by the US Forest
and red oak. In terms of leaf area red maple still ranks
Service Research and Development arm (see
www.itreetools.org for more details). Participants in the first, followed by silver maple, pin oak, American beech
and red oak. Interestingly, Norway maple, often cited as
study include the City of Hartford, the Knox Parks
Foundation, the US Forest Service and the Connecticut being over-planted and invasive, only comes in 7th on
Department of Environmental Protection’s Division of the list of most common trees, and does not make the
top ten for leaf area.
Forestry.
What These Trees Do

Data came from 200 tenth-acre plots randomly located
throughout the city, on public and private land, by Hartford’s Department of Public Works using the City’s GIS
technology. Four college interns hired by the Knox
Parks Foundation collected the data, and the US Forest
Service provided the funding through a grant awarded
and administered by DEP Forestry. DEP Forestry also
contributed its technical expertise to the survey.

While the benefits of Hartford’s trees as shown by the
study are still being analyzed, some early results are
apparent. Hartford’s trees store about 143,000 tons of
carbon, and continue to remove carbon from the atmosphere at the rate of about 2,440 tons per year. As an average car in the U.S. produces about 6 tons of carbon
each year, Hartford’s trees balance the effects of over
400 cars. The City’s trees also reduce energy consumption within the City by about 1,800 Megawatt hours per
year. This balances the energy impact of over 200
households and is a savings of about 2,400 barrels of oil
a year.
(Continued on page 8)

Prior to this work, none of the four interns had a background in forestry or natural resources. The project
moved forward in large part due to the diligence, enthusiasm and energy of these interns, who were quick to
grasp the difficulties of basic tree identification as well
as the purpose and value of the project.
What Was Learned
Viewed from above, about 26% of the total surface area
of Hartford is covered by trees. This degree of canopy
cover compares favorably with other major cities in the
Northeast, including Boston (22%), New York (21%)
and Washington DC (29%). Of the remaining surface
area, about 16% could be planted with trees and so, potentially, be used to increase the city’s canopy cover.
The survey also showed that, at ground level, 28% of
Hartford is maintained grass, 26% is covered by asphalt,
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Hartford’s Urban Forest (Continued from page 7)

The air quality benefits provided by these trees also include substantial reductions in ozone, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide and particulate matter.
Annually, the trees of Hartford filter out some 37 tons of
particulate matter, 8 tons of carbon monoxide, 7 tons of
nitrogen dioxide and 4 tons of sulfur dioxide. By shading and cooling our streets, trees also remove or help
prevent the formation of about 15 tons of ozone annually.
In improving the quality of the air, trees directly improve the health and physical well-being of those who
live and work in Hartford. Without trees, many of these
air pollutants would be breathed in by people in the city.
This is particularly important in Hartford, which has the Tree Wardens (Continued from page 6)
highest rate of emergency room admissions for asthma was also instrumental in passing the first forestry
laws in the state that led to the creation of state
in the state.
forests and the state forestry agency. They also
formed two distinct committees: one for forestry
The overall value of the services provided by trees in
cleaning Hartford’s air is estimated to be on the order of and the other for shade and ornamental trees that
$305,000 each year.
dealt with tree warden issues.
The Challenge

Tree wardens and foresters share a common origin
and a number of foresters today (especially in Vermont) are tree wardens. Unfortunately this position had often been long neglected (except in Massachusetts) for much of the twentieth century.
However, and fortunately, in recent years programs in all the New England states have sought to
increase the professionalism of tree wardens. New
England foresters would do well to learn of and
support the efforts of the tree warden in their community.

The participants in this study are now working to see
these results used by the City and its residents. In the
end, we would like to see the urban forest recognized
widely as a critical resource essential to the quality of
life in the city.

Nominate Your
Colleague!
Awards Nominations must be
in by November 17 this year.
Go to www.nesaf.org for details
or
Randy Stone, Awards Chair
(randall.stone@state.ma.us)
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Quarterly Theme
isting with primary, secondary, and service lines.
The Providence Neighborhood Planting Program
(PNPP) is also presently using numerous ornamental species with various types of growth habit, to
avoid conflicts with cable, telephone and electrical
wires. Some of these include Hedge Maple (Acer
campestre), Yoshino and Kwanzan Cherry (Prunus
spp), Corneliancherry dogwood (Cornus mas), and
Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp).

Tree Selection (Continued from page 5)

and on a larger scale, our entire urban forest.
Proper selection and siting is indeed the most critical factor when tree planting is undertaken in the
public right of way.

Pedestrian and automobile traffic present a myriad
of conflicts as well. A street tree’s worst enemy can
be the sidewalk below. Most sidewalk materials
are impervious, and do not allow water to percolate into the root zone. They can cause girdling and
circling roots, and when a tree’s roots uplift or
crack a sidewalk, sometimes the only way to replace the sidewalk or to remove a potential tripping hazard is to sever the tree’s roots, which can
make for unsafe conditions, and can ultimately
lead to the death of the tree itself. Although there
are many solutions available, such as flexible paving materials, structural cells, root barriers, and
structural soils, their implementation is not exactly
widespread. Some of the simplest steps to alleviate
this problem are making larger tree wells and grass
strips, and using the proper species relative to the
planting site. Tree selection is also crucial when
dealing with automobile traffic. Vertical clearance
to the first limb or limbs must be enough to allow
for the anticipated traffic below. Growth habit
must also be considered. For example, stout, low
branching, or weeping trees normally do not make
good street trees, because they ultimately interfere
with passing cars, pedestrians, sight lines or signage and traffic lights. They can also create visual
obstructions, resulting in hazardous driving conditions. Consequently, trees with an upright, open
crowned growth habit are generally better suited
to urban conditions.

A tree’s fate can be decided before it is even
planted when utilities are involved. Trees with a
pyramidal form, single stem or upright growth
habit will ultimately interfere with overhead utilities, leaving utility crews no choice but to give
proper clearance, sometimes removing the tops or
top portions of otherwise healthy trees. This type
of trimming distorts a tree’s natural shape, and
makes them more susceptible to decay, disease,
and sucker growth problems. The next time you
drive down a tree lined street with utility wires on
one side, take a look at the overall health, shape,
and size of the trees. You will no doubt notice a
marked difference, with the utility pruned trees
being, smaller, misshapen, or less healthy. When
the proper thought is put into the selection and
location of plantings, street trees can coexist, and
even flourish in the presence of overhead utility
lines. Some good examples can be seen right here
in Providence. Throughout the city you can find
mature London Planetrees and Honeylocust coex-

For all of these reasons and more, it is essential that
we select the proper tree for the proper location
every time we engage in tree planting in the urban
environment. A small investment of careful
thought and planning can ensure that the benefits
of our urban forest will be there for us well into the
future. As the saying goes, “an ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure!”
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We wanted to take a minute and thank Brad Wyman for all of his effort
and dedicated service for the past 7 years of being editor of the News
Quarterly. He has done a great job, and we can only hope to continue to
provide a quality publication. He has made this transition go very
smoothly.

Thanks Again!
As the new editors, we are always open to suggestions and input. Tell
us what you think, what you like or where to improve.
Maggie and Scott Machinist
PO Box 9
Island Pond, VT 05846
802-723-5010
E-mail– maggieandscott@verizon.net

L.E. Caldwell Company
Strategic Forestry Consulting Services
Serving clients with quality, quantitative
analyses to help them meet their goals.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timberland Acquisition & Disposition Due Diligence
Forest Valuation & Investment Analysis
Sample Design & Forest Inventory Processing
Timber Supply & Harvest Planning Models
Growth &Yield Analysis
Data Reformatting & Database Programming
Tall Timber© Inventory Volume Processor & Reporter
431 General Turner Hill Road | Turner, Maine 04282
ph. 207.225.3955 or 207.377.3956 | lec@megalink.net
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DIVISION NEWS
MAINE - Anthony Filauro
All Things Wood Expo
On Saturday, April 26 the Maine Society of American Foresters participated in the second annual All
Things Wood Expo, held at the Portland Exposition Building in Portland. Ken Laustsen, Dr. Bill
Livingston and Anthony Filauro represented the
Society and met with the public to discuss issues
about the Maine forest, answer questions and to
tell about the Society of American Foresters. Many
families and primary and secondary students attended the Expo. Everyone seemed to enjoy the
variety of indoor and outdoor exhibits, the educational talks, the timber cutting demonstrations and
the entertainment. It was a successful event. Attendance numbers exceeded that of the first Expo
held in 2007.

Instructors are Peter Tracy and Tish Carr. Inquiries, or to sign up for the workshop, call 1-800-6115118.
Forest Industry Fears Consequences of Federal
Cuts
The Bush administration is proposing budget cuts
to federal and state forestry programs that may
eliminate 60% of funding available for landowner
stewardship programs, fire suppression and pest
management. This would significantly effect forest
conservation efforts in the state and have adverse
effects upon the health of Maine’s forestlands. The
possibility of significant budget cuts comes at a
bad time when the State of Maine is already dealing
with a tight budget.
Fall Meeting
The fall meeting of MESAF is
scheduled for October 14th in
the Corbett Business Building
at the University of Maine,
Orono. Please mark your
calendar. A program agenda
will be available, at a later
date, on the MESAF website
www.mesaf.org

Focus Species Forestry- 3rd
Edition

Ken Laustsen talking to the public at the All Things Wood Expo

“Focus Species Forestry: A Guide to Integrating
Timber and Biodiversity Management in Maine”
can be downloaded for free at:
A chainsaw safety workshop oriented toward
women is scheduled for Sunday, June 22 (half day www.maineaudubon.org/resource/index.shtml
session - morning) and Sunday, June 29th (full day The manual focuses on preserving wildlife species
in forestlands managed for timber production, recsession), at Hidden Valley Nature Center, Jefferson, ME. Instruction will focus on purchasing and reational activities or other uses. The manual is
maintaining a chainsaw, safety practices, PPE, fell- authored by Robert Bryan, forester and ecologist
ing techniques and hands-on training. PPE (chaps, with Maine Audubon Society, in cooperation with
foot protection and eye protection) and a chainsaw the Maine Department of Conservation, Small
are required for the full-day workshop on the 29th. Woodland Owners Association of Maine, and Professional Logging Contractors of Maine.
Chainsaw Safety Workshop for Women
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cost of transportation fuels; increased manufacturing costs; renewed interest in biomass harvesting,
to name a few.
The Maine Tree Foundation, SWOAM, Maine ForThe meeting with Mr. Miller is part of a continuing
est Service and the UM Center for Research on Suseffort to maintain open lines of communication
tainable Forests, partners in Forests for Maine's
between MESAF and media organizations. Such
Future, are developing an online resource located
meetings help to educate and inform the public
at www.forestsformainesfuture.org. The website
through newspaper articles and newscasts that
offers information about the forest, provides links
result from these efforts.
to important stories in the Maine press, highlights
forest-related resources available on the Web and
Timber Cruising Workshop
provides a calendar of upcoming forestry events.
The Maine Forest Service is offering a workshop on
Wednesday, June 18 at the MFS Bolton Hill Office
Meeting with Bangor Daily News
in Augusta and Thursday, June 19 at the Maine
On May 20th, Ron Lemin and Anthony Filauro met DOT Hogan Road Office in Bangor. The one-day
with Kevin Miller, environmental writer with the sessions will focus on timber cruising, data procBangor Daily News, to discuss forestry issues and essing, statistical analysis and field techniques.
topics of concern to members of MESAF. Our dis- The workshops are oriented toward foresters with
cussion included issues that impact the forest reknowledge of timber inventory work. The sessions
sources of Maine: i.e. land development pressures; run from 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. Inquiries can be adthe use of conservation easements; the increasing
dressed to Keith Kanoti at keith.kanoti@maine.gov
or call (207)-287-2428
Forests for Maine’s Future

Granite State - Jon Nute
Wood Burning Plants Proliferate

18th Annual Coos County Mud Season Breakfast

Increasing oil prices and the lure of renewable energy credits have spurred plans for construction of
wood burning electric power plants across NH.
The PSNH Northern Wood Power Project facility
in Newington lead the way when it went on line in
2006, using 500,000 tons of whole tree wood chips
each year. Concord Steam Corporation plans to
begin construction on a new facility that will use
250,000 tons of wood chips each year to produce
steam heat as well as electricity. They have also
partnered with the Budweiser Brewery in Merrimack to construct a wood chip fired steam and
electric generation facility planned to go on line in
2011. Laidlaw Energy Group is working to create a
60 megawatt generator at the old Fraser pulp mill
in Berlin that will need 700,000 tons of chips each
year. They are also planning to construct a facility
in Henniker that will use 250,000 tons of chips each
year. Sanlo Energy plans to build a 20 megawatt
facility at the old Timco sawmill in Barnstead that
will use 200,000 tons of wood chips each year.

The Coos County Mud Season Breakfast was well
attended this year with over 150 people. It was
held at the White Mt. Chalet in Berlin, NH. The
day started with Sarah Smith giving a brief talk on
the basics of climate change and carbon issues associated with them, including the regional cap and
trade system. Next, Shawn Geoffroy from UVM
spoke on the trends of land ownership, access and
recreation on private land. Various update were
given by Jasen Stock of NHTOA and State Forester
Phil Bryce.
The main topic of the day “Forestry after the paper
companies- The TIMO experience” then began.
Almost all of the large landowners/managers in
the north country were represented. Charlie
Thompson from GMO gave the owners perspective, bluntly stating that TIMO’s have never done
anything more than buy land that was for sale.
John Bryant from AFM gave the managers perspective for the GMO property, and how management has changed over the years of the various
companies he has worked for. Back when the
companies owned the land the wood was there to
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feed the mill, now, landowners still have monetary
objectives but they are approached and met differently. Tom Colgan from Wagner spoke about the
expectations, realizations and the future outlook of
managing land throughout the region. Fountain
Forestry’s Andy Carlo spoke about the land they
manage in NH and how they approach management and deal with conservation easements on
their properties. Despite the fact that he was losing
his voice, Dave Degruttola addressed the multiuse approach LandVest utilizes when managing
property. Mark Doty talked about how Plum
Creek approaches management on their lands in
NH.

The morning session was followed by a field tour,
by Scott Rineer, of 2 sites managed by Wagner in
Errol, along 13 Mile Woods. Each manager’s perspective was unique and varied. The day was received well by all, and everyone is looking forward
to next year.
COMING EVENTS
Please go to www.nhwoods.org for more information on the following coming events.
July 11, Identification of Wetland Plants in Summer, Nottingham.
July 21-Aug. 1, Watershed Ecology Institute, Bow.
Aug. 8, Coastal Invasive Plants, Greenland.

GREEN MOUNTAIN - Vacant (Dan Kilborn filling in)
GMD Awards First Annual Forestry Student
Award
After voting to institute an annual forestry student
award earlier this year, GMD has issued the first
award. Kae Crowley, an upcoming senior in the
forestry program at the University of Vermont,
was presented the award by John Shane, forestry
department chair, at the annual awards banquet
for the Rubenstein School of Environment and
Natural Resources. Kae’s demonstration of leadership and professionalism during her student career
made her an excellent candidate. Kae will receive
a certificate from national SAF and a $750 grant
from the division. Upper classman SAF student
members majoring in a natural resources field who
are Vermont residents attending a New England
College, or students attending a Vermont college
are eligible to apply. For more information on eligibility requirements or to apply for the award
please contact the GMD executive committee.
RC&D Forestry Letter Series
The Northern Vermont Resource Conservation &
Development Council has sponsored a forestry
letter series targeting forest landowners with 10+
acres in Franklin and Grand Isle Counties. Six
letters led landowners through basic forestry topics
from forest ecology and wildlife habitat to silviculture, all while emphasizing the importance of professional resource management. The Green Mountain Division has sponsored the fifth letter on forest
management. The series ended on May 17th with a
field experience day for participants at the Vallee
farm in Georgia, Vermont.

Use Value Appraisal
The Vermont legislature passed legislation during
the last session affecting the Use Value Appraisal
(Current Use) program in the state. The UVA program was created in Vermont in 1978, and was
aimed primarily at insuring that productive lands
are taxed on the basis of their “use” value. The
original bill allowed landowners to enroll up to
20% of their forestland as “unproductive” (i.e. wetlands, open land). Recently a task force of legislators, landowners, foresters, municipal officials and
other stakeholders was created to determine
whether the UVA program has been meeting its
goals and to make recommendations for improvements. A team of consultants prepared a report,
which became the basis for the task force’s recommendations and subsequent legislation. The final
bill included a substantial change in the 20% rule.
In the future, all Site IV (non-productive) lands can
be enrolled, regardless of their total acreage. In
addition, the department of Forest Parks & Recreation that oversees forestland enrolled in the program will have greater latitude in allowing ecologically sensitive areas to be managed for non-timber
values, even though
they may exist on productive Site I, II and III
soils. Up to 20% of the
Site I, II, and III soils
may be enrolled as
open land or ecological
treatment areas.
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MASSACHUSETTS - Randy Stone
Department of Conservation and Recreation
Commissioner Sullivan presented 2008 Tree City
USA Awards at a ceremony at Elm Bank Reservation on May 1. Eighty-nine communities in the
Commonwealth were to receive the awards sponsored by the National Arbor Day Foundation. To
receive designation as an official Tree City, municipalities must meet four criteria: they must have a
department devoted to tree care; spend at least $2
per capita per year on urban forestry; enforce laws
protecting trees; and host an Arbor Day celebration.

MassWildlife held a forest management activities
site walk in the evening on May 5 at the Montague
Plains Wildlife Management Area. MassWildlife
Forest Project Leader John Scanlon and AnneMarie Kittredge led the large crowd in attendance
on an informative tour of the pitch pine barrens in
the nearly 1,500 acre WMA where ecosystem restoration practices are being conducted.

A large MA Chapter group was in attendance at
the Yankee Division, Society of American Foresters
annual meeting held April 17 at the Crown Plaza in
Enfield, CT.
DCR has been awarded $260,000 by the USDA For- Dr. Mark Ashton, Yale University, gave an inforest Service for the purpose of reducing wildland
mative presentation on silvicultural research in
fire risks through fuels reduction in Southeast Mas- mixed-oak stands on Yale’s forests.
sachusetts. The funding is intended to mitigate
fuels through mechanical treatment and prescribed A list of Continuing Forestry Education (CFE)
fire, to develop community fire prevention plans in opportunities and other continuing educational
activities are compiled at: http://
high wildland fire risk communities, and to purforest.fnr.umass.edu/foresterlicense/texts/
chase wildland fire simulations for public educaupcoming.htm
tional purposes.

RHODE ISLAND - Gregg Cassidy

No RI news at this time

CONNECTICUT - Ian Branson
Connecticut Chapter, Society of American Foresters
Spring Meeting
“Sometimes Forestry is for the Birds”
May 29, 2008
12:00-4:00 PM
Naugatuck State Forest
500 Hunter’s Mountain Road
Naugatuck, Connecticut 06770

the forest by local birders. Don’t forget to bring
your binoculars!

NESAF 2009 Annual Winter Meeting
Hosted by the Maine Division
March 18th through Noon March 20th

This year’s spring field meeting will be hosted by
Jerry Milne of the CT DEP Division of Forestry
and will be focused on the management of earlysuccessional habitats including fields, shrublands,
and young forests, and the benefits to wildlife species, especially songbirds, which depend on these
habitats. The Naugatuck State Forest has been recognized as an Important Bird Area (IBA) by the
Audubon Society. The golden-winged warbler, a
State-listed Endangered Species that depends on
early-successional habitats, has been observed in
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Holiday Inn by the Bay, Portland, ME
(Downtown, a hop, skip, and jump to the Old Port)

Room Rate – will be the 2009 Federal GSA (Government
Rate)for Portland to be released 10/1/08 (current 2008 Government Rate is $85)
Theme – Pending

NE SAF AFFAIRS
Chair’s Column — George Frame

Councilor Report — Roger Dziengeleski

I sometimes find myself getting too emotionally
invested in certain discussions. I’ve found that
even in those cases where I slip just a little, emotionalism trivializes my logical, well-ordered arguments. Those listening just dismiss the facts I’ve
presented as just so much emotionally charged
tripe. I know I find myself changing the channel
or skipping through an article when the politician,
or talking head, or editorial writer resorts to emotionalism to try and get their point across.
But we are an emotional lot, we foresters. The difference we need to keep in mind is that there is a
great difference between being emotional and resorting to emotionalism. This column is an appeal
to keep the emotionalism at bay while we bring to
the forefront the accepted science of global warming, carbon sequestration, and the role of managed
forests in the reduction of CO2 in the atmosphere.
We can’t argue the science if we get caught up in
the emotionally charged ‘discussions’ of whether
or not there is a problem, or whether we can rely
on some fantastic technology that will, at the penultimate moment, rescue us from the brink of annihilation.
Many foresters at all levels of our organization and
in the think tanks and research labs across the
country are pushing hard for a recognized place at
the national and international discussions on climate change. It is rightly, I think seen as THE ISSUE within the environmental community. I don’t
think we will get close to the issue or even on the
sidelines if we are jumping up and down and
screaming. We know we have a message and it’s
an important one. We know we can help and we
know we are beginning to accumulate the science
that will help support our position. We can be passionate about our profession and what we can do
to help, but let’s not be dismissed as ‘nut jobs’ before we get a chance to really add to the discussions.
About a year ago I announced in this column that

“Inside SAF Council: Two Real Time Debates”
Council Report

I. Climate Change Task Force Report.
When we talk about diversity, as natural resource specialists, our first thought may be of forest species diversity and how to conserve it. Our
second thought, as SAF members, might be of
membership ethnic diversity, and how to encourage it. Our last thought, if we think of it at all,
might be about the diversity of member beliefs.
This diversity of thought is a wonderful asset to
SAF but sometimes this diversity of thought can
trigger amazingly intense debates between individuals with very similar backgrounds. An example is SAF Council reaction to a draft task force
report titled: “Forest Management Solutions for
Mitigating Climate Change in the United States”.
Because the report in its hypothesis assumes that
climate change exists and references (but does not
endorse) some organizations beliefs that climate
change may be influenced/caused by the human
population; sparks and emails began to fly.
The reactions were not about the role forests
and forest products play in the global carbon cycle,
but rather about climate change itself. Is it just part
of a natural cycle that has been occurring every ten
to twenty or so thousand years; or is it the result of
human made automobiles and furnaces?
What an interesting dilemma, when 99% of a
report seems to be supported by all parties but 1%
of the report content challenges strong and long
held beliefs. Should SAF Council endorse a report
with content that is 99% unanimously supported,
or should SAF Council hold up what is a very important report to try and address the 1% of content
that is causing such furious debate? Is it even possible to address the 1% of content which so challenges those beliefs?

(Continued on page 16)
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(Continued on page 16)

Chair (Continued from page 15)

Councilor (Continued from page 15)

NESAF had just completed a position statement on
global climate change. I think we were well ahead
of the curve in not only recognizing a problem but
also in believing we were part of the solution. For
this past year the arguments have continued to
rage about what it is; is it real; what causes it, and
can anything be done about it. The crescendo of
bad news I anticipated last year is definitely building. I don’t say this to be self-serving but to point
out that we have had a year to think about forestry
solutions to the problem, not as a final or all encompassing solution but certainly as a part of the
solution that can be applied almost everywhere in
the world. We’ve taken the year to sort the emotional, jumping up and down approach from the
science based educator approach, and based on
what I read and see on the news I think we are actually making some headway.
Roger D. our esteemed SAF Councilor has let me
read an article of his that he hopes to have published in the Journal of Forestry in the Commentary section. Roger has been serving on SAF’s Climate Change Task Force, and he is full of energy
about the forestry part of the solution. His article
is a blueprint of science based arguments related to
forestry (active and sustainable) as part of the
Global Climate Change solution. I’m sure it will be
printed and when it does I hope you all get a
chance to not only read it but to use it in your discussions with others about a forester’s role in the
global climate change solution. The bottom line is,
let’s leave the emotionalism home but remember to
bring our passion along with our science to the
table.

As with all issues that trigger our diversity of
thought to manifest itself, both on Council and in
our local units, the answer seems to be: all of the
above. Your SAF Council, by the slimmest of vote
margins, voted to endorse the task force report. At
the same time, Council is taking steps to try to address the 1% of content that was such a flash point
issue to members on both sides. In the end, any
solutions to the 1% content of the report will have
to be made by the task force, where diversity of
thought also resides. Please stay tuned!
II. SAF Finance Nuts and Bolts.
When it comes to finance, there are two components: trust and checks and balances. Credit cards
are a great example. The bank trusts us to have a
credit card which in effect uses bank funds to pay
our various bills. The bank also trusts us to repay
the bank for the use of those funds. As a check and
balance, the bank tracks our use of the credit card
and calls on us when and if they see any changes in
our spending behavior.
National SAF operates in a similar manner in
that members send in dues and donation moneys
(Please make SAF your not-for-profit donation organization of choice!) and trusts the national office
to spend those monies to accomplish the SAF mission. The check and balance for the members is
embedded in SAF Council and the Council Finance
committee policies.
Recently a member asked the Finance Committee chair if the funds of the Society were secure.
This is touching off a Council debate about how
our checks and balances are working and whether
they are adequate. One school of thought on
Council is that the check and balance policies
should be strengthened. This group of Council
members recommends adding more authorizing
signatures on each check written against a particular fund, including signatures of Council members.
Another suggestion from this group is to put certain funds, such as the Forester’s Fund, into a “lock
box” that can only be accessed if approved by vote
of Council or a subset thereof.
(Continued on page 17)
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Leadership Academy (Continued from page 4)

about policy issues at the national level and in that
series of talks, we heard from policy experts from
the American Forest and Paper Association, the US
Forest Service and from SAF’s own Forest Policy
Committee chair, Nadine Block. Having a science
background and not knowing my way around
deals in Washington, I was very interested to learn
about the finer points of the policy process. The
most important thing I learned from this session is
that I won’t be relocating to Washington anytime
soon to throw myself at the mercy of lobbyists and
congressional staffers. I’ll leave that to those with
more patience! In the afternoon, we had a graduation ceremony where Tom Thompson and Michael
Goergen had some very kind words of encouragement for all of us. They presented us with certificates of attendance and we began our flurry of
goodbyes to new friends and hellos to new opportunities.
Most folks were flying out of town the next morning and some of us took the opportunity to do
some sightseeing with several of our new friends.
A handful of us took the bus and train lines downtown to do a lap around the mall and the White
House. As foresters are wont to do, we identified
many of the tree species surrounding the White
House environs, marveled at the architecture,
made political jokes and generally got to know
each other better. That evening helped convince
me it was about time to get a Facebook page and
now I’m even an honorary member of the Facebook Minnesota SAF group.
As the NESAF State Representative to Maine, I
have really enjoyed being part of two levels of SAF
business and volunteerism. I’m very appreciative
that NESAF was willing to invest in me and sent
me to the Leadership Academy this year. Thank
you, NESAF! I also want to thank Tom, Michael
and Louise at the national office for organizing and
leading a tremendous workshop. I will carry this
experience with me in my SAF, professional and
personal lives. I’ve heard several NESAF leaders
talk about how valuable it was to them and I’ve
returned to New England a believer. I encourage
anyone that wants to serve SAF and become a better leader to attend a future Leadership Academy.
In the last several years I have had a couple of very
engaged SAF folks take an interest in me and that

really encouraged me to get involved beyond being
a member. It took someone else letting me know
my value to SAF for me to want to exercise my volunteerism. I encourage each of you to find one
younger member who you think can really contribute to our lives and tell him or her just that. Let
that person know how we rely on each other’s contributions, let him or her know what opportunities
we offer our leaders, let him or her know how
much fun we have at winter meetings,. With apologies to John F. Kennedy, SAF has a lot to offer
natural resource professionals, but natural resource
professional have a lot more to offer back to SAF.
Councilor (Continued from page 16)

On the other side of the debate is a group of
Council members who suggest a review of the
checks and balances to see if they need to be
changed. Hiring of a consultant to do the review is
an option here.
While there is always a way to increase checks
and balances associated with SAF finance and
while it is always good to review them from time
to time, we should not forget that if too restrictive,
those checks and balances can limit the operating
efficiency of your national office. The joke is that
the banks only lend you money once you prove
you don’t need it, but that certainly isn’t the case
with credit cards (I’ve heard stories that some have
been issued to pets – presumably those with sound
financial backing). At SAF national, the role of
Council to find the balance point between the flexibility needed to operate and checks and balances
that protect the member’s financial investments.
III. Conclusion.
If you are wondering what position we took in
the above examples: we voted for endorsement of
the task force report and are supporting changes to
the 1% controversial content only if such changes
are approved by the task force itself. We are also
advocating a common sense review of SAF Finance
checks and balances by the Council Finance committee prior to making any changes in the current
checks and balances.
Disagree? I’d very much like to hear your
thoughts while these debates are ongoing.
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Check out NESAF’s NEW website!
There you can find:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upcoming Events
News
Membership Info
Job opportunities
News Quarterlies
Grant information
And much more!

www.nesaf.org
A special thank you to Mariann Johnston for re-doing our website.

Special Fall Course Offering
Variable Probability Sampling Workshop Tentative Agenda
PURPOSE: This workshop will cover two popular methods of timber cruising in detail: variable plot sampling and 3-P sampling (“Probability Proportional to Prediction”). It is suitable for relative beginners, as well as those with experience who
would like to brush up on the principles and up-to-date computation techniques using hand calculators and microcomputers.
Field exercises using both techniques are an important part of the course. Participants are invited to submit problems they
have encountered in either field application or office computation in variable-plot sampling for a special session during the
first part of the program.
DATES: October 13 – 16, 2008
LOCATION: Doris Twitchel Allen Village Community Building, The University of Maine, Orono, ME
COST: $575 (includes instruction, books and materials, field trips transportation, lunches, and refreshment breaks). The enrollment fee is due and payable prior the start of the course.
CFE CREDITS: Both SAF and State of Maine continuing forestry education credits will be offered for this course. A total of
13.5 SAF CFEs (Category 1) are available.
INSTRUCTORS: Drs. John Bell and Kim Iles have given this workshop over 60 times primarily at Oregon State University
as well as various locations around the world including Canada, Chile, and Australia. Dr. John Bell is a retired forest biometrics professor from Oregon State University and has taught this course for over 50 years. Dr. Kim Illes is a consultant from
Vancouver Island, British Columbia and author of A Sampler of Inventory Topics.
For More Information: Contact Aaron Weiskittel (aaron.weiskittel@umit.maine.edu; 207.581.2857) or John Bell
(johnbell@proaxis.com; 541.758.4939).
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CFE Update
Activity/Date/Location

Hours/Category

Variable Probability Sampling Workshop – 10/13-16/08, Orono, ME

13.5/1

Getting More From Your Cruises – 6/19/08, Bangor, ME

5.0/1

Getting More From Your Cruises – 6/18/08, Augusta, ME

5.0/1

Maine SAF Biomass Tour – 5/30/08, Orono, ME

3.0/1

NCASI Northern Regional Meeting – 5/21/08, Auburn, ME

6.0/1

NCASI Northern Regional Meeting – 5/20/08, Auburn, ME

3.0/2

Arc GIS 9.2 Workshop – 5/20-21/08, Fort Kent, ME

16.0/1

Coos Foresters Mud Breakfast – 5/15/08, Berlin, NH

3.5/1

Black Fly Breakfast – 3/13/08, Canterbury, NH

3.0/1

Coos Wood Availability Conference – 3/7/08, Whtiefield, NH

4.5/1

SAF Continuing Sessions Assigned—For listing of CFEs check www.safnet.org
For other, upcoming NH Forestry workshops/meetings, check www.extension.unh.edu
Northam D. Parr,
UNH Cooperative Extension
3785 Dartmouth College Highway, Box 8
North Haverhill, NH 03774-4936
Tel: 603-787-6944 Fax: 603-787-2009
grafton@ceunh.unh.edu
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